
بسم االله الرحمن الرحيم
كويز اللغة الانجليزية كتابة - المحاضرة السادسة

[وليد عثمان]

1) The Letter consists of _______ parts
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5

2) The fifth parts of a letter is ______
- The greeting
- The body of the letter
- The closing
- The signature

3) The fourth parts of a letter is ______
- Closing
- The body of the letter
- The signature
- Heading

4) The third parts of a letter is ______
- greeting
- Heading
- The body of the letter
- signature

5) The second parts of a letter is ______
- The signature
- The body of the letter
- greeting
- Heading

6) The first parts of a letter is ______
- The body of the letter
- greeting
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- Heading
- greeting

7) Which sentence does not fit in the following paragraph? How are you? (2) How was
your weekend? (3)Did you have fun? (4) I’m fine. (5) Please write soon
- Sentence 1
- Sentence 2
- Sentence 3
- Sentence 4

8) What is a better word for “sleepy” in the following? Then I had a big breakfast. I was
sleepy.
- fine
- bored
- tired
- hungry

9) Choose the best substitute for the underlined words. I did my homework ( to) three
hours on Sunday.
- At
- From
- For
- Make no change

10) My sister practices the guitar (in) Monday afternoons
- On
- At
- To
- Make no change

11) We (watches) movies last weekend.
- Are watching
- Watched
- Watch
- Make no change

12) I was at the game. What is the the Negative
- I am not (am n’t) at the game.
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- I were not (weren’t) at the game.
- I was not (wasn’t) at the game.
- I not was at the game.

13) We were on a bus yesterday. What is the the Negative
- We was not (wasn’t) on a plane yesterday.
- We were not (weren’t) on a plane yesterday.
- We not were on a plane yesterday.
- I was not (was n’t) on a plane yesterday.

14) Francisco had a basketball game on Saturday morning. What is the the Negative
- Francisco didn’t had a basketball game on Sunday morning.
- Francisco didn’t have a basketball game on Sunday morning.
- Francisco didn’t has a basketball game on Sunday morning.
- Francisco haven't a basketball game on Sunday morning.

15) I had breakfast at 7:00 a.m. this morning. What is the the Negative
- I haven't breakfast at 8:00 a.m. this morning.
- I not have breakfast at 8:00 a.m. this morning.
- I didn’t hasbreakfast at 8:00 a.m. this morning.
- I didn’t have breakfast at 8:00 a.m. this morning.

16) Francisco helped Maria What is the the Negative
- Maria does not help her mother.
- Maria do not help her mother.
- Maria did not help her mother.
- Maria not help her mother.

17) They studied on Sunday afternoon. What is the the Negative
- They do not study on Saturday afternoon.
- They not did study on Saturday afternoon.
- They not study on Saturday afternoon.
- They did not study on Saturday afternoon.

18) Francisco was full of energy on Sunday evening What is the the Negative
- Francisco were tired on Sunday evening
- Francisco is tired on Sunday evening
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- Francisco was tired on Sunday evening
- Francisco was tired in Sunday evening

19) At Time Expressions answer WHEN by
- in
- on
- at
- all of the above

20) At Time Expressions answer HOW LONG by
- for
- from
- at
- A+B correct
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